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Under the uncertain conditions of the lockdown, the end-of-March show has slowly transformed into the 

mid-June gallery reopening. Amidst the sudden quiet and eerie stillness of the city, Iosif Király’s photographs 

have lingered with us in isolation, during caffeinated afternoons and plan Bs of plan Bs. 

 

One of the rooms turned into an exhibition-studio where the artist is working on framing the photographs, 

installing, entangling metal wirings, while discussing the layout of the show. It’s the room where the works 

from the series ”Old men feel the weather in their bones” are exhibited. The lighting is different here, creating 

a more intimate space for personal memories. 

 

Iosif Király delves head-on into the idea of time, the irreversible and the strangely repetitive ripple of events 

that shape out the entirety of our lives. There are different undercurrents that the exhibition sets out to 

explore: a time of the archive - with which the artist has been infinitely familiar with throughout his career, a 

time of observation and a time of reminiscence. A time of idleness and lazy sun-bathing on the steps of some 

art-museum on scorching heat. A historical time full of events that we share with others, and memories that 

perhaps will only be seen in old family photo-albums, or that will otherwise rest forgotten, locked away in 

the minds of just a few. 

 

Today we changed our minds and we are setting the main hall differently, we are insisting on a more 

powerful presence for the photographic works on the walls. There is as of now a large installation at the 

entrance that is the nexus, the heart of the show before it feeds into the gallery rooms, into the process of it 

all and into the Danube images. 

 

The artist reflects on the ineffable relation that photography has not with one specific time or another, but 

with its simultaneous runs that are brought together in an ever-shifting perception of the past. Political 

history, personal lives. Time and one’s own time. In his restructured photographs, Iosif Király uses hundreds 

of camera-shots, capturing the various heartbeats of life, rhythms that vary from room to room. Right at the 

entrance, the harsh edges of concrete walls depicted on the Danube banks are so geometrically powerful, 

that the shapes seem to be making their way out of the photograph. A tipping of the sense of perspective, 

just enough to reconsider the layers of many places collapsing into one. 

 

A walk through the gallery is building familiarity, where fragments of a photograph are carried into the next 

one – a slightly different angle, the artist’s shadow in the background, same people, ”same as it ever was” as 

the song goes. 

  

The artist muses the idea of an image loop, an enclosed narrative space where an infinite number of 

connections is possible. Photography and video, media loops playing on repeat frozen moments, interwoven 

to the point of dispersion. 

 



Just like the images from the series Reconstructions_Danube or Reconstructions_Trains the exhibition is 

constantly re-assembled, permutated. Some images of the works are made on film, as the time-stamps of 

the ‘90s and 2000s camera reveal, others are digitally scanned, made, remade. Reprinted, cropped and 

blended together in main themes that run parallel – the archive, the personal, the political. Synapses are 

Király’s latest series, wherein thin metal strings contour the compositions like drawings of the main lines of a 

painting. Silhouettes and shapes become rectangles and triangles, tracing the trajectory of the gaze on the 

assemblage. It may be that in another time, the wires come apart and recompose other sight lines. 

 

I can hear the tip-tap sound of the nails as the artist sets them into the prints – a mechanical editing of the 

image in the post-digital age. There is a strange effect on the eye through the layers of photo-images and 

metal strings, a force that appears to pass or travel through reality. 

 

A hand stops in its place a distanced ferry on the green-blue Danube, another one rests on the edge of a 

floating boat, all pointing out to the strange details we forget and remember and remember and forget. 
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